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FUNCTIONAL VOICE DISORDERS

- Structures appear typical, but are not producing desired results
- Three subsystems that produce voice
  - Unbalanced
  - Poorly coordinated
  - Inflexible

THREE SUBSYSTEMS OF VOICE

- Respiration
- Power source for voice
- Phonation
  - Larynx should do no more, no less than necessary
- Resonance
  - Space above the larynx (vocal tract) filters the vocal signal
    - Pharynx, mouth, nose

CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF VOICE PHYSIOLOGY FOR APPLICATION TO VOICE THERAPY

- Semi-occluded vocal tract configuration
- Increased impedance at front part of oral cavity
- Tasks include phonating with nearly occluded lips, producing voiced fricatives and nasals, lip trills, tongue trills, y-buzz, straw phonation (either open @ distal end or submerged in water)
- Goal to achieve a clear, bright, resonant voice
- Applied to hyperfunctional and hypofunctional dysphonias, unilateral VP paresis, hypernasality
- Used to increase breath management in singing

WHY/HOW DOES PHONATING THROUGH A STRAW IMPROVE A VOICE?!!!

- Phonation can be made more efficient through impedance matching between voice source and vocal tract
- Oscillation threshold pressure reduced by increased vocal tract inertertance, associated with lower effort
- Glottal flow pulse shape and vibrational vocal fold characteristics are impacted by changes in acoustic pressures – lower amplitude and relative closed time of glottis
- Can achieve high subglottal pressures needed for singing with minimal VP collision/impact stress
- This has been shown to be more effectively achieved through straw phonation than with traditional vowel phonation
**Flow Phonation**
- Breath filled utterances, steady exhalations
- Focuses on coordination of airflow and phonation
- Various biofeedback methods:
  - Placing a piece of tissue in front of the mouth
  - Holding hand in front of the mouth to monitor airflow
- Voicing is introduced once gentle, continuous airflow during exhalation is achieved
- Easy, smooth voice quality is carried into words and phrases, and breathiness is gradually reduced

**Resonant Voice Therapy**
- Kittie Verduini Abbott – Lessac Madsen RVT
- Goal to achieve a strong, clear and easy to produce voice
- Suggested protocol designed to build forward resonance placement at the sound level through conversational speech tasks
- Can easily be individualized for each client’s vocal demands
  - Loud voice
  - Projected voice in presence of background noise
- Perceptual data analysis, including rating of vocal effort from client perspective, can include objective measurement of intensity for specific goals

**How Do I Get Them to Generalize??**
- Challenge your clients to apply “new” voice in first therapy session
- Create carry over activities with immediate functional relevance
- Consider how client might track progress
  - Phone app, mid-week check-in
- Require and expect self-reporting of progress

**Vocal Function Exercises**
- Joseph Stemple
- Prescriptive set of exercises to be completed daily, set protocol
- eins with resonant voice for functional application in variety of speech tasks
- To be produced at a soft intensity, fully engaged voice
  - Specifically tracked goals:
    - Increase max phonation times
    - Enhance voice range
    - Increase total phonation pitch range
  - Other outcomes:
    - Reduction of vocal fatigue
    - Improved vocal endurance

**Laryngeal Massage/Digital Manipulation**
- Arnold Aronson, Nelson Roy
- Used for laryngeal and extralaryngeal muscle tension
  - Usually of functional etiology
  - Is useful in presence of laryngeal pathology
- Can be labor intensive initially depending on degree of muscle tension
- Does not typically require direct treatment time more than 3-4 subsequent sessions with reduced time dedicated to it

**Steps While Client is Sitting at Rest:**
- Increase thyro-hyoid space
- Lower larynx
- Increase lateral laryngeal movement

**Steps While Client Phonates:**
- Maintain thyro-hyoid space and lowered laryngeal position - hold down the larynx
- Cue sustained phonation, move to typical speaking pitch, responding to client’s voice production shifts
  - Add other laryngeal adjustments as needed
  - Medial compression
  - Anterior-posterior compression

**Follow up “New” Voice with some pitch/engaged voice reinforcement tasks**
- Cough, throat clear into sustained voice
- Hard voice onsets (short term), to achieve glottal closure into sustained fully engaged voice
- Negative practice moving from old voice to new voice
OPEN THROAT BREATHING STRATEGIES

• SEMI-OCCLUDED VOCAL TRACT IS CREATED, TO MOVE CLOSURE SOMEWHERE OTHER THAN AT THE LEVEL OF THE VF’S
• BREATHE SILENTLY THROUGH THE NOSE
• CHECK CENTER OF BREATH SUPPORT
  • GOAL: SOLAR PLEXUS, ABDOMINAL EXPANSION

THOUGHTS RELATED TO CLIENT MOTIVATION...

• VOICE THERAPY APPROACHES HAVE TO BE CHOSEN TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION WHAT IS GOING TO “HOOK” THE CLIENT INTO COMMITTED PARTICIPATION.
• CLIENTS NEED TO UNDERSTAND THAT WE DON’T FIX THEIR VOICES, BUT WE TRAIN THEM TO USE TOOLS TO HELP THEM DEVELOP NEW VOCAL SKILLS TO IMPROVE VOICE QUALITY AND REDUCE VOCAL EFFORT. BE TRANSPARENT ABOUT THE PROCESS.
• YOU SHOULD KNOW FAIRLY QUICKLY IF THE CLIENT IS TAKING OWNERSHIP OF THE TREATMENT PLAN.
• COMMON FACTORS IN TREATMENT RESPONSIVENESS
  • SUCCESS OF TX DEPENDS MUCH MORE ON THE STRENGTH OF THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP (DOES CLIENT TRUST THAT WE KNOW OUR STUFF) AND THE BELIEF THAT THEY CAN APPLY WHAT THEY LEARN THAN WHAT SPECIFIC TX STRATEGIES WE TEACH

IPAD APPS AND OTHER RESOURCES

• IPAD APPS
  • SONNETA VOICE MONITOR
  • PITCH TUNER – TUNA PITCH
  • SOUND LEVEL METER
  • VIRTUAL KEYBOARD
  • BLUETREE PUBLISHING
    • LARYNX ID, VOCAL FOLDS ID, RESPIRATION ID

• HTTP://WWW.ATEMPOVOICECENTER.COM/, KRISTIE KNICKERBOCKER, SLP
• HTTP://VISIONSINVOICE.COM/, KATHERINE VERDOLINI ABBOTT, PHD, LESSAC-MADSEN RESONANT VOICE THERAPY
• HTTPS://WWW.PLURALPUBLISHING.COM/, JOSEPH STEMPLE, PHD, VOCAL FUNCTION EXERCISES
• HTTPS://WWW.AMAZON.COM/UNDERSTANDING-VOICE-PROBLEMS-PHYSIOLOGICAL-PERSPECTIVE/DP/1609138740, JANINA CASPER AND RAY COLTON, FLOW PHONATION